Is MS an auto-immune disease or a chronic gammaherpesvirus infection?
The geographical-epidemiological findings of MS over the past 75 years are reviewed. Evidence concerning PR latitude-gradients, clusters, migration patterns, and enhancement-protective factors are critically reviewed and analyzed. The evidence in genetics, twin-studies and auto-immune theories are also thoroughly scrutinized as to their possible involvement as causative factors in MS- and found to be somewhat lacking. Environmental discoveries in the Faroes and Key West clusters are reviewed for possible similar environmental causes by a deadly agent. Exogenous-environmental candidate agents over the past 35 years from measles to Marek's are reviewed and analyzed. The undisputed positive laboratory findings of MDV are discussed in relation to Bray's unusually high positive findings with EBV antigen and MS serums. The important discovery of HHV-6 in oligodendrocytes of MS brains but not controls is considered and how this might relate to MDV. The conclusion is that genetics are indeed important in the natural resistance of individual immune systems to invading infectious agents (especially herpesviruses) but genetics in general have little to do with the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis (but HHV-6, EBV, and MDV do).